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Chapterr  4 

Simultaneouss radio and X-ray 
observationss of GX 340+0 

T.. Oosterbroek, W.H.G. Lewin, J. van Paradijs, 
M.. van der Klis, W. Penninx, and T. Dotani 

AppearedAppeared in Astronomy & Astrophysics 281, 803 

Abstract t 

Wee present the results of an analysis of simultaneous X-ray (Ginga) and 
radioo (VLA) observations of the 2 source GX 340+0. We find GX 340+0 in 
differentt X-ray states at the times of the radio observations. We find some 
evidencee for a global correlation between X-ray state and radio flux on a time 
scalee of days; however, this correlation does not hold on shorter time scales. 

4.11 Introductio n 

Thee bright low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXB) can be divided into two groups, the 
so-calledd "Z sources" and "atoll sources", on the basis of their spectral and time 
variabilityy (Hasinger and Van der Klis, 1989, hereafter HK89, see Van der Klis, 
19900 for a review). The Z sources, which are the more luminous (- If)-18 ergs- 1) 
off  the two groups are quite similar with respect to their X-ray, optical, and UV 
propertiess (HK89, Penninx 1989). 
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52 2 RADIOO AND X-RAY OBSERVATIONS OF GX 340+0 

Theirr X-ray behaviour can be characterised by a Z-shaped track in X-ray 
colour-colourr and colour-intensity diagrams (see HK89), which can be divided 
inn three so-called "branches". In the upper, or "horizontal" branch 13-55 
Hzz quasi-periodic oscillations (QPO) are observed in the power spectra of the 
X-rayy intensity. The centroid frequency of these QPO is positively correlated 
withh the X-ray intensity. In the middle, or "normal" branch (or in part of 
it)) QPO with a lower centroid frequency (~ 6 Hz) are present. As the source 
movess from the "normal" branch to the "flaring" branch (the lower branch) the 
centroidd frequency of the QPO increases, and the power spreads out over a very 
widee frequency range. Further up the "flaring" branch the power in the QPO 
decreases;; the QPO have only been detected on a relatively small part of the 
"flaring""  branch nearest to the "normal" branch (Lewin, Van Paradijs and Van 
derr Klis, 1988, Van der Klis and Lamb, 1993). 

GXX 340+0 is one of the six known Z sources (HK89). Van Paradijs et al. (1988) 
studiedd its "normal"-branch QPO behaviour on the basis of EXOSAT data. The 
spectrall  and temporal characteristics of GX 340+0 have been studied in detail 
byy Penninx et al. (1990) using Ginga data; they confirmed that GX 340+0 is a 
Z-source;; its colour-colour diagram showed all three above described branches. 

Simultaneouss X-ray and radio observations have so far been made of four 
Z-sources.. In 3 of them (GX17+2, CygX-2, ScoX-1) a clear correlation between 
radioo and X-ray behaviour is present (Penninx et al. 1988; Hjelrming et al. 
1990a,b).. In all three the highest radio fluxes are observed in the horizontal-
branchh state; when the source is in the "horizontal" branch the radio flux 
iss positively correlated with the X-ray flux. In the fourth (GX 5-1) the radio 
propertiess were different (Tan et al. 1992). It had the highest radio flux when it 
wass in the normal branch, and a low radio flux in the horizontal branch. The 
radioo flux was anti-correlated with the X-ray flux when the source was in the 
normall  branch. 

GXX 340+0 has been discovered at radio wavelengths by Penninx et al. (1992), 
whilee it was simultaneously observed with Ginga. In this paper we report on the 
simultaneouss Ginga observations which were performed on April 4-6 1990, and 
describee the relation between the radio and X-ray behaviour of GX 340+0. 

4.22 Observations and Analysis 

Thee X-ray observations of GX 340+0 were made with the Large Area Counter 
(LAC)) on board of Ginga (Makino et al. 1987, Turner et al. 1987) during 1990 
Aprill  4-6. Radio observations were made on 1990 April 2 and 4-6 with the VLA. 
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Figuree 4.1: Lower panel: the rank number as function of time. Rank number 
hass been defined as: l=Apex horizontal/normal branch; 2=apex normal/flaring 
branch;; 3=end flaring branch. Squares denote points obtained from MPC3 data, 
circless denote points obtained from MPC1 data. Upper panel: The radio flux 
ass function of time. Circles denote flux at 1.4 GHz; squares denote flux at 4.8 
GHz.. X-ray state (if known) is indicated (UNB: upper normal branch, LNB: lower 
normall  branch, FB: flaring branch). The dashed lines connect the points at the 
samee frequency: they are only intended to guide the eye. 

Sincee GX 340+0 is observable with the VLA only during - 4 h per day, only two 
fluxflux measurements (one in each of the 1.4 GHz and 4.8 GHz passbands) were 
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Figuree 4.2: X-ray colour-colour diagrams of GX 340+0 at the time of the radio ob-
servations.. Large filled circles indicate data obtained during radio observations; 
thee small dots are included to give an idea of the shape and position of the overall 
pattern.. Fig. a-c correspond to 4.8 GHz observations and d-f correspond to to 
1.44 GHz observations. The soft colour is 4.5-6.8/2.2-4.5 keV and tire hard-colour 
9.2-18.5/6.8-9.22 keV. The X-ray observations were corrected for aspect, deadtime 
andd background. 

madee per day. We use the radio fluxes listed in Table 1 of Penninx et al. (1992). 
Inn Fig. 4.1 we have plotted in the upper panel the radio flux at both frequencies 
ass a function of time. Simultaneous radio and X-ray observations are available 
onn 3 days. 

Thee X-ray data were obtained in two different modes, viz.: MPC1 with 48 
spectrall  channels between 1.2 and 37 keV and relatively low tune resolution (4 
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secondss during most of the observing time, but occasionally 16 s), and MPC3 
withh 12 spectral channels between 0.8 and 18 keVand high time resolution (7.8 
msj.. At the time of the radio observations the source was observed in the MPC1 
mode.. All data were corrected for aspect, dead time, and background. The low 
timee resolution MPCi data (16 s time resolution] were corrected for telemetry 
overflow. . 

Wee made colour-colour diagrams using both MPCI and MPC3 data by group-
ingg the spectral channels into 4 non-overlapping energy bands and rebinning 
thee data to 16 seconds. The energy bands we used were: 2.2-4.5 keV, 4.5 - 6.8 
keV,, 6.8-9.2 keV, and 9.2-18.5 keV. Due to the different spectral resolutions and 
detectorr gain setting in the two modes, the choice of energy bands was almost 
fixedd by our requirement to use the same energy bands throughout. Our choice 
wass further limited by the requirement to get colours (i.e. count-rate ratios 
betweenn two energy bands) of roughly unity, optimizing the statistics. Since the 
backgroundd corrections are very small, we could afford to use background data 
thatt were not necessarily close in time or position in the sky to our observations. 
Fromm the colour-colour diagrams, which are shown in Fig. 4.2a-f, we were 
ablee to identify the X-ray state at the times of the radio observations. Fig. 4.2 is 
madee using the MPCI data. In each panel of Fig. 4.2 the large filled circles are 
measuredd at the time of the radio observations; the time intervals corresponding 
too each of these observations are given in Table 4.1. The small dots represent 
dataa obtained during the remainder of the X-ray observations and give an idea 
off  the overall shape of the Z-pattern in the colour-colour diagram. The figures 
showw that during our observations the source was alternately in the normal and 
inn the flaring branch, and that radio data were obtained over the full range of 
X-rayy spectral states that occurred. 

Inn Fig. 4.3 we show the colour-colour diagram obtained from the MPC3 data 
(noo radio coverage). These data are plotted separately from the MPCI data, 
becausee there is a slight shift of the Z-pattem. This is probably caused by the fact 
thatt die selected energy bands for both modes are not exactly the same; they can 
differr by up to 3% due to different gain settings. 

Inn the lower panel of Fig. 4.1 we have plotted as a function of time a rank 
number,, which is a parameterization of the location of the source along the 
Z-shape;; it increases from the horizontal branch via the normal branch towards 
thee flaring branch (cf. Hasinger et al. 1990). The rank number indicates the X-ray 
statee and is intended as a measure of the mass accretion rate, increasing from the 
horizontall  branch via the normal branch towards the flaring branch (Hasinger et 
al.. 1990, Vrtilek et al. 1990,1991). For this panel both MPCI and MPC3 data have 
beenn used. The rank numbers have been determined from each colour-colour 
diagramm (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3) seperately, because of the shift of the Z-pattern. This 
rankk number is a one dimensional parameterization along the Z-shape; it has 
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Figuree 4.3: Colour-colour diagram of the MPC3 data. Soft and hard colour are 
thee same as in Fig. 2. (But see text.) 

beenn determined by drawing a spline curve through ~10 manually chosen point 
onn the Z and determining the projection of each colour-colour point onto this 
curve.. The curve length along this spline then determines the rank number. 

Figuree 4.1 shows that rapid motion occurs on a timescale of hrs, which covers 
aboutt half of the total rank number range, superimposed on a gradual increase 
fromm day ~3.8 to ~5.5 followed by a gradual decrease from day ~5.5 to ~6.5. The 
ratherr sparsely sampled radio data are consistent with a global anticorrelation 
betweenn radio flux and rank number (i.e. the M); we see from both panels 
thatt while the rank number increases (i.e. the mass accretion rate) the radio 
fluxx is decreasing; when the rank number reaches a maximum, the radio flux is 
att a minimum. After this the rank number drops and the radio flux increases 
somewhat. . 

Thee radio fluxes at both 1.5 GHz and 4.8 GHz are highest when the source 
iss at the vertex of normal branch and flaring branch (rank number 2); They are 
muchh less when the source moves into the flaring branch. 

Thee correlated radio and X-ray results are summarised in Table 4.1. In Fig. 
4.44 we have plotted the radio flux at both frequencies against the X-ray state 
indicatedd by a rank number. 
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Figuree 4.4: The radio flux as a function of the X-ray state. Circles denote 1.4 
GHzz flux, while squares denote 4.8 GHz flux. The abscissa has arbitrary units: 1 
denotess horizontal-normal branch apex, 2 denotes normal-flaring branch apex, 
andd 3 is the 'end' of the flaring branch. Horizontal error bars indicate the range 
overr which the source moved. 

4.33 Discussion and conclusions 

Fromm Fig. 4.1 we conclude that there is some evidence for a correlation between 
thee X-ray state and die radio flux on a time scale of days. This correlation does 
nott hold on shorter timescales, in which the source moves over a substantial 
fracdonn of the total rank range. This is also shown in Fig. 4.4 were there is no 
indicationn between me instantaneous X-ray state and radio flux. 

Theree is no evidence from Fig. 4.1 that the X-ray state prior to a radio 
observationn determines the radio flux. Physically one might expect such a delay 
sincee the radio emission is formed in regions far from (10I ! ! -1014 cm) the X-ray 
emittingg regions. 
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Tablee 4.1: The X-ray state of GX 340+0 at the times of the radio observations. 
Upperr limits are at a 3 a level of confidence. Errors are 1 a errors. Times of the 
1.44 and 4.8 GHz observations are indicated in different columns to make a clear 
distinctionn between both frequencies. 

Time(UT) ) 
Aprill  1990 

22 9:30-11:50 

44 9:30-11:50 

T>> 9:30-11:50 

(i(i  9:30-11:50 

Freq. . 
(CIlz) ) 

4.8 8 
1.4 4 
4.8 8 
1.4 4 
4.8 8 
1.4 4 
4.8 8 
1.4 4 

2 2 

4 4 

r> > 

6 6 

Time(UT) ) 
Aprill  1990 

12:00-1:5:00 0 

12:00-13:00 0 

12:00-13:00 0 

12:00-13:00 0 

Flux x 
(mly) ) 

0..r r) ) 
5 5 
5 5 

1.511 . If) 
<0.13 3 
<().4H H 
<0.2() ) 

0.911 0 

'X-ravv state' 

Noo information 
Noo information 

Apex/lowerr Normal Branch (Fig. 4.2a) 

' ' 

Flaringg Branch (Fig. 4.2d) 
Flaringg Branch (Fig. 4.2b) 
Flaringg branch (Fig. 4.2e) 

'opp Normal Branch (Fig. 4.2c) 
lopp Normal Branch (Fig.4.2D 

Itt is possible that on April 6 a new radio flare started between the 4.8 GHz 
observationn and the 1.4 GHz observation (see Fig. 4.1). We have X-ray coverage 
duringg this interval which shows that the source was at the extreme top of the 
normall  branch. This is similar to the behaviour of GX 17+2, CygX-2, and Sco X-l , 
whichh are most variable in the horizontal branch or upper normal branch. It was 
alreadyy reported by Bradt et al. (1975) that for Sco X-l radio outbursts always 
occurr in the quiescent state (i.e. the normal, or possibly horizontal branch, see 
Augusteijnn et al. 1992). 

AA correlation between the X-ray spectral state and tlie radio luminosity has 
previouslyy been found in three Z-sources viz. GX 17+2, Cyg X-2 and Sco X-l 
(Penninxx et al. 1988, Hjellming et al. 1990a,b). In those sources it was found 
thatt the radio flux is highest, and also most variable, when the source was in the 
horizontal-branchh or the high normal branch states. The radio/X-ray behaviour 
off  the fourth source which has been studied simultaneously at radio and X-ray 
wavelengths,, GX 5-1, was different from that of the three other sources with a 
highh degree of confidence (Tan et al. 1992). It had the highest radio flux when 
thee source was in the normal branch and a low radio flux when it was in the 
horizontall  branch. In this source the variations in the radio flux appear to be 
anti-correlatedd with the X-ray flux in the normal branch. 

Ourr results for GX 340+0 are consistent wim those previously obtained for GX 
17+2,, Cyg X-2 and Sco X-l , in that we find an approximate correlation between 
X-rayy state and radio flux on a timescale of days. The possible onset of a flare on 
thee upper normal branch is also in accordance with the behaviour of these three 
sources. . 
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Penninxx (1989) found that in the normal branch the ratio of average radio flux 
(4.88 GHz) and the average X-ray flux is approximately constant. If GX 340+0 were 
too follow that result, one would expect that its average normal-branch radio flux 
(4.88 GHz) were ~ 0.5 mjy. This is in rough agreement with the observed values 
off  the normal-branch radio fluxes, which are 5 mjy and < 0.20 mjy (3 c 
upperr limit) . 
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